OBJECTIVE 1
Pilot 3 blocks (streets) of community to connect and enable the fire alarm control system.

OBJECTIVE 2
Pilot 3 blocks (streets) of community to connect and enable the fire alarm control system.

OBJECTIVE 3
Pilot 3 blocks (streets) to establish fire safety reporting mechanisms.

OBJECTIVE 4
Create emergency plans with the local networks.

INPUT

COMMUNITY STAKEHOLDER:
Output 1: Conduct two-times consultation and social networking meeting.
Output 2: Conduct onetime assessment of available equipment for ready use and identify lacking equipment in the community.

COMMUNITY PEOPLE:
Output 1: Install and/or upgrade 3 basic fire alarm control system.
Output 2: Conduct one (1) fire drill with the most numbers of occurrence of fire hazard in the community.
Output 3: Design emergency plans and maps for raising community awareness.
Output 4: Community information map and community fire equipment installation in the pilot areas in the community.

COMMUNITY STAKEHOLDER:
Outcome 1: Challenges and issues within the areas are identified together with the scope, limitation and prone hazard areas for baseline information (data).
Outcome 2: Identified the resources of the community with regards to fire equipment available and name the lacking equipment that is needed.

COMMUNITY PEOPLE:
Outcome 1: Capacitate the community people in responding to hazards affecting their area.
Outcome 1.1: Decreased impacts of fire hazards on direct (property loss, firefighting operations) and indirect (loss of temporary or permanent relocations, repair, demolishing and environment contamination) losses aside from life loss.
Outcome 2: Community people heightened awareness on the action needed during an actual fire hazard incident in the community.
Outcome 3: Community people are able to identify, locate and be aware to the hazards in the community with the help of the emergency plans and maps.
Outcome 4: Installed maps and community fire equipment station in the public area for raising community awareness.

FIRE SAFETY TEAM LEADERS:
Outcome 1: Conduct two (2) interactive discussion with handouts on the emergency plans and maps to the fire safety leaders.
Output 2: Conduct onetime hands-on workshop on the proper handling and usage of equipment.
Output 3: Award 1 set of each fire equipment to both the community and fire safety leaders per cluster.

FIRE SAFETY TEAM LEADERS:
Outcome 1: Capacitate the fire safety leaders to conduct ocular visits, report incidents of hazards, record actions/observations and documentation to their area of assignment.
Outcome 2: Community people and cluster fire safety leader has good grasp of knowledge on the use of fire equipment
Outcome 3: Reduced episodes and threats of hazardous incidents in the community.